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Abstract – Large amount of spatial data is obtained
through satellite images, remote sensing and other
sources which is useful in various geological
applications like Location prediction, Mining Resource
Management, other socio-economic applications like
Disease control, Traffic Planning etc. There is a
need to analyze this spatial data to help decision
makers for decision making, strategic planning and
other administrative tasks. Spatial data mining is a
process of extracting hidden knowledge in form of
rules and patterns from spatial databases which are
not explicitly stored. There is need to apply spatial
data mining techniques on real practical life spatial
data like census data which can be used to help
administrators in developing policies for better
development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that nearly 80% of the data present in
databases contains spatial or location based
components. Huge amount of spatial data is collected
through satellite images, remote sensing and other variety
of sources. But the traditional data warehouses contain
this location or spatial data in alpha numeric manner.
Traditional data warehouses are not able to store or
manipulate the spatial data. The spatial data carry
topological, distance and direction information. There is
need to capture this spatial data so that it can later be
analyzed for decision making, strategic planning and
other administrative task. Spatial databases are used to
store the spatial data. Importance of spatial database lies in
the fact that data items of a spatial database are closely
integrated and hence much of the spatial information
implicitly stored in it can be used for good analysis. These
databases coupled with spatial data warehousing and
spatial data mining can prove an important role in
decision making process. Information of one area is
related to the information of its neighborhood areas.
Hence, missing information of an area can be predicted
by using the information of its neighborhood areas
obtained by querying spatial databases. Spatial data
mining involves extraction of the hidden patterns, rules
and spatial relationship between spatial objects that are not

explicitly stored in spatial databases. This extraction of
useful patterns is difficult e to complexity of spatial data
types and spatial relationships. Spatial data mining proves
to be useful in various GIS applications like Traffic risk
Analysis, Facility Planning, Disease Control, Mining
Resources Management and so on. Traffic Risk analysis
involves identifying risky road sections and explaining
those risks taking geographic context into consideration.
Facility planning problem involves decision making task
of choosing an optimal location for opening a new school,
bank or any other facility. This decision depends upon
spatial neighborhood of the candidate locations. Hence,
spatial data mining techniques like classification and
associative rule mining can be employed for making such
decisions. Main objective of our work is to provide a
complete solution to such practical real life GIS
applications using spatial data warehousing model for
storing the spatial data and then applying spatial data
mining methods on the stored spatial data. All the rules
extracted from the database cannot be presented as such to
the decision maker. Our work also considers selection of
few important rules that can be presented to the decision
maker.

1.1 Related Work
Stefanovic et al. [19] represented Spatial Data Warehouses
(SDW) using star schema model with collection of both
spatial and non-spatial data. They distinguish three
type of dimensions based on spatial references of
hierarchy members: non-spatial (containing non spatial
data only), spatial-to-non-spatial (containing spatial data at
most primitive level but non- spatial data at other
generalized levels), spatial-to- spatial dimensions
(containing spatial data at all levels). They distinguish
numerical and spatial measures with latter representing the
collection of pointers to spatial objects.
Fidalgo et al. [17] also represented SDW using star
schema. It is different from the above model in the
away that it does not support spatial measures, it
normalizes the spatial data to eliminate intrinsic
redundancy associated with multidimensional model, it
permit spatial-to-non-spatial dimension to be spatial at any
level and it allows storage of descriptive data about
geographical objects. They classify dimensions in two
categories as Geographical dimension (containing spatial
data at all the levels) and Hybrid dimension (containing
both conventional and geographic data). Besides these
dimensions this model also supports conventional non-
spatial dimensions.
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Malinowski et al. [16] represented SDW using extension
of Multidimensional model to include spatial data. They
describe a dimension to be spatial if it includes at least one
spatial hierarchy where spatial hierarchy is the hierarchy
that includes at least one spatial level and spatial level is a
level for which application need to keep its spatial
characteristics. They extends the spatial dimensions
proposed by Stefanovic et al. [19] in a way that
dimension can be spatial even in absence of several
related levels. They distinguish two types of spatial
measures: geometric measure (of type geometry requiring
spatial aggregate function for aggregation) and numerical
measures calculated using spatial or topological operators.

Koperski and Han et al. [11] describe a two step
algorithm for generating spatial association rules where
user has to provide the algorithm with geographic concept
hierarchy. They present a top-down search technique that
starts at the highest level of geographic concept hierarchy,
using spatial associations (such as MBRs) to discover
rules with large support and confidence. These rules form
the basis for additional search at the lower levels of the
geographic concept hierarchy with more detailed (and
computationally intensive) spatial representations.

Koperski et al. [12] describe a method for performing
classification taking into account non-spatial and spatially
obtained non-spatial attributes of candidate locations,
spatial predicates and spatial functions related to the
candidate location with respect to other spatial objects in
its neighborhood. Algorithm first select most promising
predicates using approximate geometry of sample of
objects from original database. It uses concept of buffers
for characterizing description of objects. Algorithms then
select the appropriate buffer size by computing the
information gain for all predicting attributes using
different buffer sizes. Next, aggregates for all attributes
are computed. Aggregated values are generalized and
merged with predicates. The dataset thus obtained is then
used by traditional decision tree classification method.

Chelghoum et al. [3] describe a method for building
multi-table decision tree for spatial databases. They use
spatial join index to formalize neighborhood link within
thematic layers and represent them using relational tables.
Hence, classification can directly use the relational schema
instead of the predicate set. They consider both the
combination of attribute values and their spatial
relationships to determine best split criteria.
Malerba et al. [15] point out the following disadvantage of
applying spatial associative rule mining on single
relational table. Aggregating or averaging of attribute
values for spatial neighbors of a candidate location may
lead to the information loss. This information loss can
result because a single large attribute value of any of
the spatial neighbors will balance of other small values
among them. They propose use of multiple relations to
store neighborhood information and a method for
discovery of association rules based on multi-relational
data mining approach.

Liu et al. [14] present a technique where they first remove
the association rules which give little extra information
then some other more general rules and then form a
summary of remaining rules using notion of direction
setting (DS) rules. The direction of a rule is the type of
correlation it has, i.e., positive correlation or negative
correlation or independence. Instead of measuring
significance of rule using support and confidence value,

they use chi square(χ2) test for correlation from statistics.
DS rules are the significant rules that set the directions for
non-DS rules to follow. DS rules give the essential
relationships of the domain. The non-DS rules gives
additional details of the domain but they are not surprising
and can be easily followed using DS-rules. They are
basically combinations of the DS rules.

Toivonen et al. [21] present a concept of rule cover for
pruning and grouping association rules. Rule cover is
defined as a subset of original rule set such that for
every row of the dataset, if there is a rule in the original
rule set then there is a applicable rule in the rule cover.
They first obtain the structural cover of the original rule
set. Structural rule cover is a set of rules where for
every rule A, there is no rule in the set whose antecedent
conditions are subset of antecedent conditions of
the rule A. After obtaining structural rule cover, they use
greedy approach for obtaining the optimal rule cover.
Finally they group the rules using clustering methods for
which they use distance between two association rules as
the amount of data rows where the rules differ.

1.2 Comparison with Oracle Tools
Oracle provide tools like Oracle Spatial for storing,
querying and indexing spatial data and Oracle Map viewer
for rendering the spatial data stored in Oracle Spatial.
Our tool uses Oracle Spatial for storing spatial data and
Oracle Map Viewer for displaying graphical output, but it
provides additional capabilities that are presently not being
ordered by these tools. Oracle Spatial 10g [2] also
provides spatial data mining feature where they use spatial
attributes as nearest neighbor aggregate and within-
distance aggregate attributes in addition to other thematic
attributes whereas our tool uses topological (touching
neighbor)aggregate, within- distance aggregate and
direction based spatial attributes in addition to other
thematic attributes for spatial data mining. Our tool also
incorporates feature of rule pruning and clustering for
showing only few important association rules to the
decision maker. Comparison of our tool with oracle tools
Oracle Spatial, Oracle Ware house builder and Oracle
Data Miner is illustrated in the Table 1.1
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Feature GDWM tool Oracle tools
Querying
Spatial Data

YES (easily) YES (difficult)

Simple Spatial
Aggregate

YES YES

Condition
based Spatial
Aggregate

YES NO

Dynamic
Hierarchy

YES NO

Spatial Data
Mining

YES(topological,
directional
and within-
distance spatial
attributes)

YES (nearest
neighbor and
within-distance
spatial
attributes)

Rule Pruning
and Clustering

YES NO

Table 1.1 Comparison with Oracle tools

2. SPATIAL AGGREGATES AND PREDICATES

In spatial data warehouses, facts can be of two types:
numerical facts and spatial facts. For example, in the case
of accident schema, location of an accident is a spatial fact
whereas amount incurred in the accident is a numerical
fact. For numerical facts aggregate operations normally
used are sum or average while on the other hand for
performing aggregation of spatial data, the spatial
aggregate operations normally used are Convex Hull,
Minimum Bounding Rectangle, Geometric Union, Area
and Centroid. Topological relationship describes
relationship between spatial objects. It is used to join two
spatial relations based on their common spatial attribute. It
is also used to query spatial database based on spatial
attributes.
2.1 Simple Spatial Aggregate Operations The simple
spatial aggregate are useful when a single aggregate region
for an entire spatial query is needed.
2.1.1 Algorithm for Convex Hull
Input to Convex Hull algorithm is a set of points (accident
locations that may be outcome of some query to the spatial
database). Convex Hull will represent smallest polygon
that encloses all the points in this set. Its vertices belong to
the subset of input spatial point set but all other input
points lie inside the convex hull.
2.1.2 Geometric Union
In weather information schema information about rainfall,
snowfall etc on per day basis for each of the village in
district is recorded. These villages are represented by a
polygon. If we were to find aggregate areas where rainfall
is greater than some threshold in a particular month, then
we can find the candidate village areas by querying the
database and the villages that can be merged, we can
merged those villages to give bigger aggregate area. To
find this bigger aggregate area geometric union operation
is used. The inputs to geometric union operation are two

polygons.
2.2 Condition based Spatial Aggregates
While finding a single spatial aggregate for a set of spatial
objects (result of some query) a single location which is
different in some characteristics from other locations
(like its distance to other locations) can affect the
aggregate region and its properties (both spatial and non-
spatial) to a large extent. So instead of the single spatial
aggregate region, set of spatial aggregates each of which
satisfies some given condition may prove more useful
during spatial analysis. This type of condition based
spatial aggregation will eliminate the problem caused by
few outlier objects and each of the spatial aggregate
regions obtained can be used for additional analysis.
Two types of Condition based Spatial Aggregates:
Spatial Conditions based Spatial Aggregates

Non-spatial Conditions based Spatial
Aggregates
2.2.1 Spatial Conditions based Spatial
Aggregates
These aggregates require each of the spatial aggregate
regions to satisfy some spatial property.
2.2.2 Non-spatial Conditions based Spatial
Aggregates
These aggregates require each of the spatial aggregate
regions to satisfy some non spatial Property (that is
aggregate of some non spatial attribute for that region to
be within some threshold).
2.3 Hierarchical Aggregates
GUI means to display the hierarchical results like
Histogram, Bar-chart etc adds more value to same
information presented in other textual formats (like tabular
format). Navigating between these hierarchies can prove
useful to decision makers as they can observe easily the
trends over the distributions. Hence some easy and
efficient mechanism to navigate between hierarchies needs
to be developed. While displaying the spatial distribution
the region with different average rainfall can be colored
differently (darkness of shade proportional to average
rainfall value) to give more analyzing capability.
2.3.1 Dynamic Hierarchy
Decision makers some time may want to analyze the
information on basis of hierarchy that is not already
defined. To provide dynamic hierarchy following three
information needs to be provided by the user:
1. Fact/attribute on which to create hierarchy
2. No of levels
3. Divisions in each level
To implement dynamic hierarchy, a table need to be
constructed such that:
1. The table contains for each level of hierarchy an
attribute representing sub-level number to which each fact
table entry will belong.
2. It keeps row-id of original fact table (Instead of storing
fact table id we may store the facts on which user may
later wish to perform aggregation. It will avoid costly join
with fact table later when calculating aggregates) after
creating this table the usual hierarchical operations need to
be applied on it instead of the original fact table.
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2.4 Topological Relationships
Once the aggregate of spatial objects is determined, more
analysis on that aggregate can be done through
topological relationships. Various topological relationships
exist between each type of geometrical features. Between
two polygons the topological relationship like overlaps,
disjoint, adjacent etc. exists.

3. SPATIAL DATA MINING FOR FACILITY

PLANNING

Decision maker need to choose a location among the set of
candidate locations for setting up a particular facility. For
that, facility planners need to identify key variables and
interdependence between these variables. The
interdependence in data mining can be stated in form of
association rules given as X ! Y (s%; c%)where X and Y
are disjoint predicates and s and c represents support and
confidence (of the rule) that Y depends on X. In context of
the facility planning,
3.1Design and Implementation Details
The spatial data warehousing and data mining tool
(GDWM) that is currently being implemented uses Oracle
Spatial [2] as a back end for storing spatial data, Oracle
Map Viewer for rendering the spatial data and JSP-
Servlet technology for processing and user interface.
Implementation is all based on Model-View- Controller
(MVC) architecture

4. THE MODEL-VIEW-CONTROLLER

ARCHITECTURE

The goal of MVC architecture is to separate the
application object (Model) from the way it is displayed to
the user (View) and from the way it is controlled by the
user (Controller).All the user interactions with the system
like providing input through keyboard or mouse is handled
by controller object. The Controller then invokes
operations on model objects and based on its outcome
selects an appropriate view to display the result. The
model knows all about the data that application uses and
provides operations to transforms the data. However
model does not know anything about GUI representation
of the data. View invokes methods on the model objects to
get data and display it to the screen. In GUI, views and
controllers often work very closely together.
4.1 Important Modules and Control flow
This section describes important Model and View modules
in the System. The classes in both these modules are
controlled by the controller servlet.
4.1.1 Model Modules
Important model modules and its classes in the system are
as follows
1. spatial aggregate This module implements classes for
various spatial aggregate and spatial predicate operations.
Important classes in this module are as follows

Spatial Aggregate
Attribute Sensitive Spatial Aggregate
Attribute Based Aggregate

Distribution
2. dataset- This module implements classes for preparing
dataset for classification and associative rule mining
modules. Important classes in this module are as follows

Analysis Parameters
System Rules

3. rule processor This module implements classes for
generating significant rules from the large set of rules
obtained. Important classes in this module are as follows

Prune Rules
Divisive Rule Clustering
Hierarchical Rule Clustering

4. data preprocessor -This module implements classes for
loading the data uploaded by the users in proper tables and
files so that it can be used for mining
analysis
5. associative- This module implements classes for
generating the association rules from the prepared dataset
using A priori-TFP algorithm.
6. jdtrees- This module implements classes for generating
the decision tree rules from the prepared dataset.
7. clustering- This module is used for discretizing
numerical attributes into given no of discrete values using
k-means Clustering Algorithm [10].
8. rtree- This module is used for generating R-Tree [8]
index on the given village polygons. This R-Tree index is
then used for fast calculation of touching and overlapping
polygons.
9. misc- Apart from these modules, all other classes are
kept in this module. Important classes in this module
are as follows:
1. Map Viewer Demo 2. Show Simple Aggregate 3. JDBC
Wrapper
4.1.2 View Modules
Some of the important _les providing graphical user
interface to the system are as follows:
home.jsp This jsp file is invoked by the servlet at the
beginning of execution of the system. Here the user will
choose data and application he wishes to perform.
simpaggr.jsp If the user chooses to perform simple spatial
aggregate analysis then this view file is invoked. It
determines all the tables and attribute for a particular
application and display a QBE type interface to user.
sensitiveaggr.jsp Here the user chooses which type of
condition based spatial aggregate analysis (based on
spatial conditions or non-spatial conditions) to perform
and give appropriate parameters for this analysis.
hieraricalaggr.jsp Through this interface, the user views
all the hierarchies and the facts pertaining to the selected
application. The user then chooses a hierarchy and a
level on which to perform roll-up of a particular fact.
The results are shown in graphical format. result.jsp
Before calling this interface the servlet set the url of
image as a session parameter and these interfaces just
display the resultant images to the user. mining.jsp It
displays hierarchical distribution of facilities to the user. It
allows the user to select a target facility for which
analysis will be done. It also allows the user to either
choose to generate rules based on predefined
parameters or to generate rules based on his/her spatial
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parameters.
addparam.jsp It displays hierarchical distribution of both
infrastructural facilities and demography information to
the user. It allows the user to add his/her spatial
parameters and it also displays already selected spatial
parameters.
sysrule.jsp On obtaining the system rules (after pruning)
controller servlet pass the rule list to this view class. It
displays the rule list to the user. Further, the rules
which make some other rules redundant are shown in
different shade. So that user can also see those redundant
rules. Here user can select any rule for displaying the
locations appropriate for setting up a target facility
according to that rule. If the rule list is still large, user
can choose to cluster the rules. Exceptional villages.jsp
After obtaining selected rule by the user controller
servlet determine the villages that form exceptions to this
rule and send the rule list to this view class. Here, map
image of Karnataka villages is shown to the user with the
villages in the list sent by the controller servlet shaded
dark. upload_les.jsp This view class provides file upload
form to the user for uploading his/her data along with the
upload instructions.
4.1.3 Controller Module
Controller module is implemented is a single servlet
named Project. This servlet controls the overall operation
of the system. It captures user input, invoke methods on
model classes to change their state and then calls
appropriate view file to display response to the user.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Performance of Classification Rules
In the case of classification we use facility attribute
(FA) as a class attribute to classify whether a candidate
location contains the target facility or not. We use the data
mining tool WEKA [22] for building Decision Trees and
Naive Bayes classification models over the datasets and
measure classification accuracy achieved for each of the
following five cases:
1. Thematic Attributes only (TH)
2. Thematic and Topological Attributes (TH & TT)
3. Thematic Topological and Level-2-Apart Attributes
(TH, TT & L-2)
4. Thematic, Topological and Directional Attributes
(TH, TT & D)
5. Thematic, Topological, Level-2-Apart and Directional
Attributes (TH, TT,L-2 &D)
We use gMean=pacc1 _ acc2 as a measure of
classification accuracy where acc1 is accuracy of correctly
classified positive examples (locations where the target
facility is present) and acc2 is a accuracy of correctly
classified negative examples (locations where the target
facility is absent). gMean is significant in our case,
because in rural India, facilities are present in very small
number of villages. Hence, in our dataset, there are lot
of negative examples and only a few positive examples.
gMean has been shown to be more significant in such
imbalanced datasets in [13], as it gives same weight age to
both positive and negative class accuracies.

5.2 Performance of Association Rules
We also perform experiments on measuring the
classification accuracy achieved by the association rules
for two different cases. In the first case, we have used
only the thematic attributes while in the second case we
have used both the thematic and spatial attributes for
generating the association rules .For measuring the
classification accuracy, we have divided dataset in the
ratio of 70:30 for training and testing purposes. After
obtaining the association rules from the training data,
we used them to calculate predicted class value of each
tuple of the test data. To determine the predicted class
value, the following procedure is used. Average positive
confidence is calculated as the average confidence of the
association rules that support the tuple and have
consequent condition as the presence of a facility.
Average negative confidence is calculated as the average
confidence of the association rules that support the tuple
and have consequent condition as the absence of a facility.
If the average positive confidence is greater than the
average negative confidence, the class value of the tuple is
predicted as positive, otherwise negative. Since we already
know class value of test data.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Choosing a location for opening a new facility is a
common task for the policy makers, and this decision is
affected by the spatial neighborhood of the candidate
locations. Spatial data mining can be applied to generate
effective rules to make such a decision. We have taken
real-life census data from a state in India and identified
a process to obtain spatial dataset which can then be used
by data mining procedures to generate rules. More over,
large number of rules can not be shown to a decision
maker. Hence, a method was devised to obtain a smaller
yet relevant set of rules by applying rule pruning and
clustering techniques .Rule Discovery from the dataset is
seen to be more accurate if both spatial and thematic
attributes are used for rule mining. The discovery of the
association rules allows facility planners to select certain
rules which serve as a guideline and the regions which
form exceptions to the guideline serve as candidate sites
for new facilities. Apart from these, algorithms for various
spatial aggregate operations and spatial predicate
operations are presented and implemented in GDWM tool.
For better analysis condition based aggregation (based on
spatial or non-spatial condition) is proposed and some of
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the approaches to implement them are discussed. The
importance of visualizing hierarchical aggregates through
effective GUI methods is emphasized.

Future work includes but is not restricted to the following
points.

Use of all other topological parameters besides the
touching relation used here .Further resolution of
directional relations can also be experimented with.

For deriving association rules we need to discretize the
aggregates, but our work is not able to determine the level
of discretization in terms of number of classes necessary
for each numerical attribute to achieve better results.

Other spatial parameters relevant to the location
analysis problem need to be identified in further detail.
One such parameter for the Primary School facility
example can be the average distance traveled by a student
to reach on Geospatial Theory, Processing and
Applications, Ottawa,Canada, 2002. The candidate
location further spatial parameters like this need to be
identified.

Other decision making tasks like which facilities are
needed to be urgently set up in a specific region or if
multiple facilities are needed to be set up then what would
be appropriate locations for opening each of such
facilities need to be researched in more details.
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